MERLIN observations of relativistic ejections from GRS 1915+105
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ABSTRACT

We present high resolution MERLIN radio images of multiple relativistic ejections from GRS 1915+105 in 1997 October / November. The observations were made at a time of complex radio behaviour, corresponding to multiple optically-thin outbursts and several days of rapid radio flux oscillations. This activity followed ∼ 20 days of a plateau state of inverted-spectrum radio emission and hard, quasi-stable X-ray emission. The radio imaging resolved four major ejection events from the system. As previously reported from earlier VLA observations of the source, we observe apparent superluminal motions resulting from intrinsically relativistic motions of the ejecta. However, our measured proper motions are significantly greater than those observed on larger angular scales with the VLA. Under the assumption of an intrinsically symmetric ejection, we can place an upper limit on the distance to GRS 1915+105 of 11.2 ± 0.8 kpc. Solutions for the velocities unambiguously require a higher intrinsic speed by about 0.1c than that derived from the earlier VLA observations, whilst the angle to the line-of-sight is not found to be significantly different. At a distance of 11 kpc, we obtain solutions of $v = 0.98^{+0.02}_{-0.05}c$ and $\theta = 66 \pm 2$ degrees. The jet also appears to be curved on a scale which corresponds to a period of around 7 days.

We observe significant evolution of the linear polarisation of the approaching component, with large rotations in position angle and a general decrease in fractional polarisation. This may be due to increasing randomisation of the magnetic field within the ejected component. We do not at any time detect significant linear polarisation from the core, including periods when the flux density from this region is dominated by radio oscillations. The power input into the formation of the jet is very large, $\geq 10^{38}$ erg s$^{-1}$ at 11 kpc for a pair plasma. If the plasma contains a cold proton for each electron, then the mass outflow rate, $\geq 10^{18}$ g s$^{-1}$ is comparable to inflow rates previously derived from X-ray spectral fits.
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1 INTRODUCTION

GRS 1915+105 is a distant black-hole-candidate X-ray transient in the Galactic-plane, discovered by the WATCH instrument on board the GRANAT mission in 1992 (Castro-Tirado, Brandt & Lund 1992). Owing to large extinction ($A_V \geq 20$ mag), the properties of the optical counterpart are unknown, but observations at radio, near-infrared and X-ray energies have shown GRS 1915+105 to be a highly unusual and energetic system.
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Shortly after the discovery of the X-ray source, variable radio and infrared counterparts were identified (Mirabel et al. 1994). Subsequent mapping of the radio counterpart following an outburst in 1994 revealed apparent superluminal motions in a two-sided ejection of synchrotron-emitting components from the source (Mirabel & Rodríguez 1994; hereafter MR94). This was the first observation of superluminal motions in our Galaxy, the only previously measured proper motions of ejections from X-ray binaries (SS 433 & Cyg X-3) implying velocities of \( \sim 0.3c \). Within a year, a second superluminal source, GRO J1655-40, had been discovered (Tingay et al. 1995; Hjellming & Rupen 1995). A third possible superluminal jet source, XTE J1748-288, has recently been reported (Rupen, Hjellming & Mioduszewski 1998).

The VLA observations of GRS 1915+105 by MR94 revealed proper motions of \( 17.6 \pm 0.4 \) and \( 9.0 \pm 0.1 \) mas d\(^{-1}\) for two components separating from a core at position angles of 150° and 330° respectively. From HI absorption measurements these authors derived a most likely distance to the source of \( 12.5 \pm 1.5 \) kpc, giving apparent transverse motions of \( 1.25c \pm 0.15c \) and \( 0.65c \pm 0.08c \) respectively. Proper motion and flux density ratios between the (inferred) approaching and receding components were consistent with simple ballistic bulk motions. Solving for the proper motions at a distance of \( 12.5 \) kpc, a true velocity of \( 0.92c \pm 0.08c \) at an angle of \( 70 \pm 2^\circ \) to the line-of-sight was derived. Further observations with the VLA following a radio outburst in 1995 revealed relativistic ejection for a second time (Mirabel et al. 1996). However the proper motions and flux density ratios appeared to be somewhat different from those reported in MR94 possibly implying a change in the jet velocity or the angle to the line-of-sight. A summary of multiple VLA observations of major relativistic ejections from GRS 1915+105 is given in Rodríguez & Mirabel (1999; hereafter RM99).

Pooley & Fender (1997; hereafter PF97) report \( \sim 2 \) yr of radio monitoring of GRS 1915+105 at 15 GHz with the Ryle Telescope (RT). They describe in detail quasi-periodic radio oscillations with periods typically in the range 20 – 40 min, a phenomenon not previously seen in any other source, and first reported in Pooley (1995). Fender et al. (1997) report the discovery of infrared counterparts to the radio oscillations, suggesting an approximately flat synchrotron
Figure 2. MERLIN maps of total intensity from 10 – 12–hr observations at the epochs illustrated on Fig. 1. The images have been rotated clockwise by 52 degrees to form the montage. Contour levels increase in factors of $\sqrt{2}$ from the unit contour level indicated at the right-hand side of each image. Mapping fidelity is dominated by dynamic range considerations for the first 5 epochs, whilst receiver noise dominates later.

2 OBSERVATIONS

2.1 MERLIN

GRS 1915+105 was observed using the Multi Element Radio Linked Interferometry Network (MERLIN) array at 4.994 GHz with a bandwidth of 16 MHz. MERLIN is comprised of six individual antennas typically 25m in diameter and with a maximum separation of 217 km. Ten imaging runs were made as a target of opportunity program triggered by flux monitoring at the RT and GBI, showing the source had flared to around 250 mJy at 2–15 GHz. MERLIN, by default, samples both left hand and right hand polarisations allowing the full range of Stokes parameters to be imaged. Details of the observations can be found in the Table 1, and continuum and polarisation maps in Figs. 2 and 6 respectively.

Each separate epoch includes observations of a flux and polarisation angle calibrator, 3C286, a point source calibrator, OQ208 or 0552+398, the compact phase reference source, 1919+086 and the target GRS 1915+105. By nodding the array to the phase reference source, the interpolated phase variations due to atmospheric density variations were removed from the target source data. The nodding cycle of 8
Table 1. Measured quantities from MERLIN maps: angular separation (mas) from the core, flux densities (mJy), and fraction of linear polarisation for all well-resolved components. SE and NW correspond to the approaching and receding components of the first major ejection. NW1 and NW2 correspond to the apparent splitting of component NW in the later epochs (see text). C1 – C3 are subsequent approaching ejections. M = P/I is the fractional linear polarisation, where measurable. The errors in fractional polarisation are typically 0.01 except for the last epoch quoted where they may reach 0.04 for the weaker NW component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>752.71</td>
<td>179.8</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>109.7</td>
<td>&lt; 0.03</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>753.71</td>
<td>139.9</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>&lt; 0.03</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>754.70</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>&lt; 0.10</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>755.70</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>758.68</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>759.68</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>760.68</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>761.72</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>762.72</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>763.72</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Ryle Telescope

The source was monitored at 15 GHz using the RT at Cambridge. At least a short observation was possible on most days during this period. The details of the observing technique are as given in PF97. The data, in 5-minute bins, are plotted in the top panel of Fig. 1. Data sampled at 32-sec intervals are shown in Fig. 7 for the rapid (oscillation) variations observed at four epochs.

2.3 Green Bank Interferometer

GRS1915+105 was monitored at 2.25 and 8.3 GHz throughout 1997 using the 2-element Green Bank Interferometer. The observing and calibration procedures were the same as described by Foster et al. (1996). Random errors for the GBI are flux density dependent, approximately (one sigma) 4 mJy at 2 GHz and 6 mJy at 8 GHz for fluxes < 100 mJy; 8 mJy at 2 GHz and 25 mJy at 8 GHz for fluxes near 0.5 Jy. We estimate that systematic errors may approach 10% at 2 GHz and >20% at 8 GHz. Fig. 1 displays the GBI data at 2 and 8 GHz during MJD 50700-50800 and exhibits both plateau (50730-50750) and flaring (50721-50725 and 50750-50756) behavior as described by Foster et al. (1996).

It should be noted that the plateau state discussed in this paper is consistent with the definition in Foster et al.
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Figure 3. Angular separation as a function of time for approaching components SE, C1, C2 and C3 and receding component NW. All approaching components are consistent with unaccelerated proper motions of 23.6 ± 0.5 mas d⁻¹, significantly faster than those reported in MR94. The receding component, NW, has a proper motion of 10.0 ± 0.5 mas d⁻¹, and corresponds to the same ejection epoch as SE, on MJD 50750.5 ± 0.08.

(1996) but that our definition, i.e. flat spectrum radio emission at about 100 mJy at the same time as quasi-stable X-ray emission with a significant hardening of the spectrum, may be more specific.

2.4 RXTE

The target is monitored up to several times daily in the 2-12 keV band by the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) All-Sky Monitor (ASM). See e.g. Levine et al. (1996) for more details. The total flux measured by individual scans is plotted in the bottom panels of Figs. 1 and 7.

3 SUPERLUMINAL EJECTIONS

Fig. 2 presents the ten MERLIN maps of GRS 1915+105. The images clearly show expansion of the source, with components on the left-hand side (south east – maps have been rotated clockwise by 52 degrees) appearing to move faster. The two components just resolved in the first image can be followed through all epochs as they move out and their brightness declines. We label these components SE and NW. Further components can be seen to be ejected later and are labelled C1, C2 and C3. The proper motions of the components are consistent with ballistic motions, and so we can extrapolate back to derive their times of formation (see Fig 3). We estimate these to be as follows (in MJD):

NW + SE : 50750.5 ± 0.08
C1 : 50753.5 ± 0.8

The latest time of the NW + SE ejection is constrained by the observation of core-dominated radio oscillations by MJD 50750.58 (Fig. 7), as well as uncertainties in the model fits. The individual components are unresolved in the first 4 epochs. There is some evidence of them becoming resolved or breaking up into sub-components in the latest 3 epochs. Epochs 5, 6, 7 and 9 show that there is some emission between the knots which may indicate the presence of an underlying continuous jet. However, given the possible problems of varying flux density and structure through the observations and the low signal-to-noise ratio in the later epochs, we cannot be certain about some of these features. The possible bending of the jet will be discussed briefly below.

We will concentrate our quantitative analysis on those components which can be followed through 3 or more epochs. The rapidly outflowing components are generally moving faster, and brighter, on the SE side. (Note that the apparent high brightness of the NW component in the second epoch is due to a blend with the core).

From these components we can measure proper motions, flux densities and (in some cases) polarisations. These we deal with quantitatively below.

3.1 Proper motions

An examination of the positions of the components shows an apparent expansion velocity at greater than 2c, thus relativistic effects are important. As a result the approaching components will have a higher apparent motion than that of the receding components. The component to the NW clearly

Figure 4. Derived intrinsic velocities and angles to the line-of-sight for MERLIN and VLA observations, under the assumption of intrinsically symmetric ejections. Solutions are possible for the same angle to the line-of-sight during both sets of observations, but the velocity derived for the MERLIN observations is higher than that for the VLA observations, by Δβ ∼ 0.1.

C2 : 50756.6 ± 1.6
C3 : 50758.0 ± 2.0
has the lowest apparent speed we therefore identify it as receding; there are 3 components to the SE which we identify as approaching. The data are best fit by proper motions of

$$\mu_{\text{app}} = 23.6 \pm 0.5 \text{ mas d}^{-1}$$

and

$$\mu_{\text{rec}} = 10.0 \pm 0.5 \text{ mas d}^{-1}$$

All fits are good, with $$\chi^2_{\text{red}} \leq 1$$, and illustrated in Fig. 3. The proper motion of $$17.6 \pm 0.4 \text{ mas d}^{-1}$$ reported by MR94 for the approaching component can be ruled out; fixing the proper motion to this value does not give an acceptable fit to the data.

Following the method of MR94, under the assumption of an intrinsically symmetric ejection, we can derive

$$\beta \cos \theta = \frac{\mu_{\text{app}} - \mu_{\text{rec}}}{\mu_{\text{app}} + \mu_{\text{rec}}} = 0.41 \pm 0.02,$$  \hspace{2cm} (1)

where $$\beta$$ is the velocity of the ejections expressed as a fraction of the speed of light, and $$\theta$$ is the angle between the ejection and the line-of-sight. This immediately gives us a maximum angle to the line-of-sight (setting $$\beta = 1$$) of $$\theta_{\text{max}} \leq 66 \pm 2^\circ$$, and a minimum velocity (setting $$\cos \theta = 1$$) of $$\beta_{\text{min}} \geq 0.41 \pm 0.02$$.

A maximum distance to GRS 1915+105 can also be inferred for a maximum possible velocity of the ejecta of $$\beta = 1$$

$$d_{\text{max}} \leq \frac{c \tan \theta_{\text{max}} (\mu_{\text{app}} - \mu_{\text{rec}})}{\mu_{\text{app}} \mu_{\text{rec}}} \text{ kpc}$$ \hspace{2cm} (2)

which can be expressed in convenient units as

$$d_{\text{max}} \leq 87 \tan \theta_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{\mu_{\text{app}} - \mu_{\text{rec}}}{\mu_{\text{app}} \mu_{\text{rec}}} \right) \text{ kpc}$$ \hspace{2cm} (3)

(for $$\mu_{\text{app}}$$ and $$\mu_{\text{rec}}$$ in mas d$$^{-1}$$). The proper motions observed with MERLIN therefore constrain the maximum distance to be 11.2 $$\pm$$ 0.8 kpc. MR94 state that GRS 1915+105 must be further than the HII region G45.45+0.06 (mistyped by them as G45.46+0.06; Downes et al. 1980) based upon their HI spectral observations. While MR94 state that this HII region lies at $$\sim$$ 8.8 kpc, in a recent study Feldt et al. (1998) adopt a distance of 6.6 kpc, and so GRS 1915+105 appears to lie at a distance of 7 – 12 kpc, significantly closer than previously thought. Given the high observed HI column density to the source, from which MR94 inferred a large distance of 12.5 $$\pm$$ 1.5 kpc, we adopt a value of 11 kpc for the distance to GRS 1915+105.

We can solve for the angle to line-of-sight and velocity, for any distance to GRS 1915+105. The angle to the line-of-sight

$$\theta = \tan^{-1} \left( 1.16 \times 10^{-2} \left( \frac{\mu_{\text{app}} \mu_{\text{rec}}}{\mu_{\text{app}} - \mu_{\text{rec}}} \right) d \right),$$ \hspace{2cm} (4)

where $$d$$ is the distance to the source in kpc, and $$\mu_{\text{app}}$$ and $$\mu_{\text{rec}}$$ are in mas d$$^{-1}$$. Once $$\theta$$ is calculated, we can immediately derive $$\beta$$ as the value of $$\beta \cos \theta$$ is already known.

Table 2 lists the apparent velocities and solutions for the angle to the line-of-sight and intrinsic velocities for both these MERLIN observations and the VLA observations of MR94, for assumed distances of 9, 10, 11 & 12 kpc. Fig. 4 shows these solutions for all distances between 7 – 12 kpc.

![Figure 5. Flux densities of individually-resolved components as a function of angular separation from the core. Simple power-law and exponential decay models do not fit the data well. The flux density ratio of SE : NW, approaching and receding components from the same ejection, ranges from 6 – 10. Our MERLIN data unequivocally imply a higher intrinsic velocity, by $$\Delta \beta \sim 0.1$$, in comparison to the observations reported in MR94.](image)

### 3.2 Flux densities and ratios

The ratio of flux densities from the approaching and receding components is another important diagnostic of the ejections. In the above calculations we have assumed geometric symmetry; here we also assume that the jet components on both sides have the same intrinsic luminosity (which does not appear to be the case for GRO J1655-40: Hjellming & Rupen 1995). When measured at equal angular separations from the core (i.e. the same time since ejection in the rest frame of the ejecta) and coupled with the observed spectral index we can test the theoretical predictions for Doppler (de-)boosting of the components.

The mean spectral index of the ejecta is hard to determine due to both overlapping ejection events and the presence of rapid flat-spectrum oscillations from the core (PF97 and below). Our best estimate for the index, defined as $$\alpha = \Delta \log S / \Delta \log \nu$$ is around –0.8, the same as reported by MR94. This is determined primarily from the simultaneous Green Bank monitoring at 13.3 and 3.6 cm and should be a good estimate for the 6 cm MERLIN observations. It is difficult to measure accurately the ratio of flux densities of the components at equal angular separations, given their very different proper motions, but it lies between 6 and 10. This is compatible with the 8 $$\pm$$ 1 reported in MR94.

For bulk motions at velocity $$\beta$$ the observed ratio is predicted to be
The radio components of GRS1915+105, on the other hand, are believed to be considerably denser than their surroundings (observed limits on the deceleration imply a density contrast of at least 10) and have equipartition field strengths of order 50 mG (see below), presumably much greater than in the surrounding medium. The Faraday depth, or rotation measure, is proportional to $nB/\lambda^2$, where $n$ is the thermal electron density, $B$ is the magnetic field strength, $\lambda$ is the path length and $d$ is the field tangling scale. The Faraday depth within the source is therefore likely to exceed the Faraday depth of a surrounding medium distributed on a scale size comparable to the source itself. As the components expand their internal Faraday depths will fall, and any internal Faraday depolarisation would decrease. This is contrary to the observed decrease in fractional polarisation. Therefore, we do not believe the changes in polarisation are due to changing Faraday depths, and this is consistent with the low rotation measure observed by Rodríguez et al. (1995).

Rodríguez et al. (1995) noted a fractional polarisation of approximately 2% at 5.0, 8.4 and 15 GHz at a position angle of $178 \pm 10$ degrees on 24 March 1994, when the source was barely resolved by the VLA and 5 days after the radio components were ejected. At this time the emission was probably dominated by the approaching component. The similarity of the fractional polarisation and position angle at the three wavelengths implies that Faraday effects were small at 5.0 GHz. The implied upper limit to the Faraday rotation measure is $50 \text{ rad m}^{-2}$.

Supervluminal jets in AGN often show complex radio polarisation behaviour: rapid variations in polarisation position angle (e.g. 0917+624 for an extreme case, Quirrenbach et al. 1989) and small-scale variations along the jet (e.g. 3C454.3, Kembell, Diamond & Pauliny-Toth 1996). This is usually interpreted as being due to shocks, which compress and order the magnetic field (Cawthorne et al. 1993), and which appear as radio knots in an otherwise continuous jets.

The radio components of GRS1915+105, on the other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance (kpc)</th>
<th>Apparent velocity (appr.)</th>
<th>Angle to line-of-sight</th>
<th>Intrinsic velocity</th>
<th>Bulk motion Lorentz factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MERLIN</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>MERLIN</td>
<td>VLA</td>
<td>MERLIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2c</td>
<td>0.93c</td>
<td>0.53c</td>
<td>0.48c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.4c</td>
<td>1.1c</td>
<td>0.59c</td>
<td>0.55c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.5c</td>
<td>1.2c</td>
<td>0.64c</td>
<td>0.60c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.5c</td>
<td>1.2c</td>
<td>0.66c</td>
<td>0.63c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Apparent velocities, solutions for the angle to the line–of–site, intrinsic velocity of ejection (assuming symmetry), and bulk motion Lorentz factors for values of proper motion measured by MERLIN and previously by the VLA (MR94), for assumed distances of 9, 10, 11 and 12 kpc. The functions are plotted in full, with consideration of measurement errors, in Fig. 4.
Figure 6. Linear polarisation E vectors superimposed upon total intensity contour maps of the first four epochs of MERLIN observations. For polarisation vectors, 100 mas = 3.33 mJy/beam. This clearly shows the depolarisation of the core and receding components with respect to the approaching component, and the rotation of polarisation vectors in the approaching component.

hand, are thought to be discrete plasmons, rather than features (shocks or otherwise) in a continuous jet. In this case the changes in radio polarisation indicate changes in the internal magnetic field geometry, such as randomization of the magnetic field as the plasmons evolve. The effects of aberration on a planar structure such as a shock would result in the two components having different observed polarisation characteristics. However the low signal to noise for the measurement of polarisation in the receding component does not allow us to make such a distinction in this case.

3.3.2 Core

The core, sometimes blended in our images with newly formed major ejections, does not at any time show significant linear polarisation. In particular, during the first two epochs of observation, the core is dominated by the flat spectrum oscillations of the type discussed in detail in PF97 (see Fig. 7). The lack of observed polarisation may be due to superposition of multiple components with different polarisation position angles within the beam, or large Faraday depths close to the binary system (either internal to the compact base of the jet or in the form of circumstellar material).

3.4 An underlying curved jet?

In several of the MERLIN maps there is a hint of extended emission between the components. Furthermore, the low value of $k$ derived from the flux density ratios and $\beta \cos \theta$ is more consistent with a continuous jet than physically discrete components (see above). In addition, the jet appears to be curved, an effect which may also be marginally apparent in reinspection of the VLA images of MR94.

Firstly, comparing the flux in discrete components in the MERLIN maps with respect to radio monitoring with GBI and RT (in which the source and jets will be unresolved), we find that the values agree to within a few per cent. So the overwhelming majority of the synchrotron emission, at cm wavelengths at least, arises in unresolved (with
MERLIN) bright spots. On the other hand, we both derive (section 3.2) and apply (section 4.1) \( k \sim 2 \), the value theoretically expected for a continuous jet. We must conclude that the data are not good enough at present to definitively establish whether the ejections are in discrete components or we are observing the bright parts of a continuous jet. In the latter case we can at least now state that any underlying continuous jet is very faint and less than a few mJy at cm wavelengths.

The possible curvature of the jet is not addressed quantitatively here, but we do believe this effect to be real. Discrimination between ballistic and helical effects, the latter possibly due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, is not possible at this stage. The ‘period’ of any bending observed at angular scales imaged with MERLIN is around 7 days. It is interesting to note that the ‘period’ of the jet bending in GRO J1655–40 reported by Hjellming & Rupen (1995) of \( 3.0 \pm 0.2 \) d turned out to be very close to the subsequently discovered orbital period of 2.6 d (Bailyn et al. 1995). We are confident that the apparent bending is not due to the rapid angular and flux density evolution of the source during a 12-hr observation (c.f. however, VLBI observations of GRO J1655–40, Tingay et al. 1995, where both higher proper motions and finer angular resolution exacerbated the effect).

3.5 Collimation and expansion of components

From the lack of clearly resolved structure perpendicular to the jet axis at the 40 mas resolution of MERLIN, we can place constraints on the opening angle and lateral expansion of the ejected components. The maximum distance from the core that we track ejected components is \( \sim 300 \) mas, and this constrains the opening angle of the jet to \( \leq 8 \) degrees over distances from the core \( \leq 4000 \) A.U. (\( 6 \times 10^{16} \) cm). Similarly the ratio of lateral expansion to forward velocities is constrained to be \( \leq 0.14 \), i.e. a maximum lateral expansion velocity \( \leq 0.14c \) (for jet bulk velocity of c).

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Energetics and mass flow

4.1.1 Estimation of the internal energies of the jet components

Initially, we must work in the rest-frame of the emission region. Converting the observed parameters (emission frequency, luminosity etc) requires the value of the bulk Lorentz factor \( \gamma \), which is somewhat uncertain as discussed in section 3.1, on account of the uncertainty in the distance. Because of the large angle to the line-of-sight, the Doppler factors for both the approaching and receding components, \( \delta_{\text{app, rec}} = \gamma^{-1}(1 \mp \beta \cos \theta)^{-1} \) (6)

are both less than unity for the range of Lorentz factors considered here.

The estimation of the parameters of the synchrotron emission region is detailed by Longair (1994) and Hughes (1991). We adopt the formulae in the summary by Longair (allowing for the opposite convention for the sign of \( \alpha \)). These include a number of simplifying assumptions which are unlikely to introduce larger uncertainties than those imposed by our imperfect knowledge of the source parameters.

In order to estimate the internal energy of the emitting component, we need to know the synchrotron spectrum and the source geometry. A radio spectrum of the form \( S \propto \nu^{\alpha} \) arises from an electron population with an energy spectrum \( N(E) \propto E^{-(1-2\alpha)} \). The observed luminosity can arise from various combinations of magnetic flux density \( B \) and particle density, both of which we assume to be spatially uniform; the total energy is minimised to derive the “minimum energy” conditions: the total energy in relativistic electrons, and the misleadingly-named \( B_{\text{min}} \), the field at which the total energy is minimised. As is well known, the minimum energy result nearly coincides with equal energies in magnetic field and particles, or equipartition. There are physical plausibility arguments for such a situation, but very few measurements which confirm that this situation might actually pertain in any particular case (see Harris, Carilli & Perley 1994 for data on the radio galaxy Cygnus A which suggest, in that case, that conditions may be near to those suggested by this method).

The calculation can easily be adapted to include a contribution to the energy by a hypothetical population of relativistic protons, which do not radiate significantly by the synchrotron mechanism if their energies are comparable with those of the electrons.

If the energy spectrum of the electrons is relatively steep (\( \alpha \) steeper than \(-0.5 \)), as in this case, the total energy of the particles is dominated by the lower end of the distribution. The lowest frequency detected, and the luminosity at that frequency, are then parameters in the calculations.

The source geometry is, so far, not well-defined. Direct observations only give an upper limit to most dimensions: the resolution of MERLIN is 50 mas, corresponding to \( 8 \times 10^{13} \) m, or 3 light days, at 11 kpc. We have to rely on the time-scale of the variations in flux density for a better limit; the rise times are the shorter and therefore more restrictive. The rise time may represent the interval during which relativistic material is injected, or alternatively a transition in optical depth (or both). We believe that the former (injection timescale) is more probably the dominant effect, since the spectral data suggest that the source is optically thin as soon as the jet is visible.

Since the rise-time for the jet components appears to be less than 12h, we adopt 12 light-h (\( 1.3 \times 10^{13} \) m) as a “typical” size on formation of the jet component. In comparison, RM99 discuss a geometric mean angular size of 35 mas, corresponding to a linear scale of \( 6 \times 10^{13} \) m. We stress the weak links in this argument, elaborated by Longair (1994) and by Hughes (1991):

- We have only rather weak constraints on the source size, and certainly do not know the filling factor of the source, and this is one of the major uncertainties in the calculation. A smaller size or filling factor reduces the total energy required as (volume)\(^{3/7} \).
- There is little evidence that the minimum-energy condition is achieved.
- The contribution of protons (and other nuclei) is not known.
- The limits on the energy spectrum are not well-defined by current observations.
A summary of the derived properties of the ejecta at minimum energy conditions, calculated for a distance of 11 kpc, and summing both sides of the ejection. We assume that radio emission observed by GBI and RT at the peak of the flare are dominated by the approaching (SE) component, and take 1 and 15 GHz as upper and lower bounds of the observed flaring emission respectively. We assume a generation time for the ejection of 12 hr. Proton mass and mass flow rate are for the case of 1 proton for each electron.

We now apply the formulae from Longair (1994); his equations 19.29 and 19.30, using the following measured, estimated or derived parameters:

(i) adopted distance 11 kpc
(ii) $\gamma = 5.0$ (see Table 2)
(iii) $\beta \cos \theta = 0.41$
(iv) spectral index $\alpha = -0.8$
(v) Doppler factors $\delta_{\text{app,rec}} = \gamma^{-1}(1 \pm \beta \cos \theta)^{-1} = 0.34, 0.14$
(vi) $k = 2$ (section 3.2)
(vii) ratio of relativistic proton energy to electron energy, $(\eta - 1) = 0$
(viii) total source volume $V = 10^{39} \text{m}^3$
(ix) monochromatic luminosity $L_\nu$ in the rest frame, at the lowest frequency detected, as derived below.

The maximum observed flux density observed at the start of the outburst at 2.3 GHz is 550 mJy (Fig 7), some 2 days before the first MERLIN map. This would correspond to 1 Jy at 1 GHz, assuming the spectral index to be $-0.8$. We adopt 1 GHz as the lowest frequency at which emission was detected during this outburst (Hannikainen & Hunstead, private communication, detected the outburst at 843 MHz). We assume that this flux density is dominated by the approaching component. Its apparent flux density if observed in its rest frame would be about 20 Jy; signals received at 1 GHz would have been emitted at $\nu = 3 \text{GHz}$, and the luminosity $L_\nu = 2.9 \times 10^{37} \text{W Hz}^{-1}$.

The minimum total energy is

$$W_{\text{min}} \approx 3.0 \times 10^6 \eta^{4/7}(V/m^3)^{3/7}(\nu/\text{Hz})^{2/7}(L_\nu/\text{W Hz}^{-1})^{1/7} \text{J(7)}$$

and the associated magnetic field is

$$B_{\text{min}} \approx 1.8 (\eta L_\nu/\text{W Hz}^{-1})/(V/m^3)^{2/7}(\nu/\text{Hz})^{1/7} \mu \text{T}$$

This set of parameters, for one of the radio-emitting components, leads to $W_{\text{min}} = 7.7 \times 10^{35} \text{J} = 7.7 \times 10^{42} \text{erg}$ and $B_{\text{min}} = 28 \mu \text{T} = 280 \text{mG}$. 

The Lorentz factor of an electron radiating near 3 GHz is then about 90, and the mean Lorentz factor for this population is 240. (Some authors consider electron distributions which continue to much lower energies, but as yet there is no observational evidence for this. RM99, on the other hand, adopt a higher mean Lorentz factor of 1000, on the basis of a detection of the event at 240 GHz. That emission may well have originated in the inner region of the system; Fig 7 shows the quasi-periodic oscillations observed at 15 GHz during the early stage of the current outburst which have a flat spectrum (Fender & Pooley 1998) and, with a time-scale of 20 min, must come from a very small region.)

### 4.1.2 Total number of relativistic electrons

By integrating the electron distribution we can derive an estimate of the total number of relativistic electrons (this may become important if we suppose that each is accompanied by a "cold" proton). This integration requires minimum and maximum energies, but as in the derivation of the total energy the precise value of the upper limit is unimportant; the number is dominated by the low-energy electrons. To establish the constants involved we use equation 19.17 from Longair, which relates the luminosity, the magnetic field and the spectrum, and derive

$$N_{\text{total}} = (L_\nu/W \text{Hz}^{-1})f(\alpha)/(B_{\text{min}}/T)$$

where $f(\alpha) = 1.7 \times 10^{24}$ for $\alpha = -0.8$. This results in $N_{\text{total}} = 1.6 \times 10^{50}$.

### 4.1.3 Kinetic energy

Associated with the bulk motion of the jet there is also the kinetic energy; if the jet contains only $e^+ e^-$ plasma and magnetic field, the magnitude of this is $(\gamma - 1) \times W_{\text{min}}$, perhaps $9 \times 10^{36} \text{J} = 9 \times 10^{43} \text{erg}$. On the other hand, if the plasma contains cold protons, the kinetic energy will be increased by $(\gamma - 1) \times N_{\text{total}} m_p c^2$. This results in an increase of only a factor 2. The total of the kinetic energy of the protons could vary, either way, if the conditions were far from "minimum energy", or be substantially larger if the electron energy distribution continues to rise to lower energies, with correspondingly more protons.

We can estimate the power required to produce this injection of energy over 12 h; including the kinetic energy of the system and both sides of the source, we have to generate $2 \times \gamma W_{\text{min}}$ in that time, a power of $2 \times 10^{32} \text{W}$ or $2 \times 10^{39} \text{erg s}^{-1}$. Including a similar number of protons approximately doubles that total and also requires a mass flow rate of $\geq 10^{18} \text{g s}^{-1}$. X-ray spectral fits (e.g. Belloni et al. 1997b) have been used to derive accretion rates near $10^{18} \text{g s}^{-1}$.

Many of the observed parameters used here are uncertain, with the dominant effect arising from the unknown distance. Were we to adopt a distance of 9 kpc, the bulk Lorentz factor would be 1.8 rather than 5 and the Doppler factor of the approaching component near 1. Therefore its flux density in the rest frame would be 1 Jy rather than 20 Jy, and the energy of the system reduced by a factor of about 10.

The results of these calculations of energetics and mass flow are summarised in Table 3 (for a distance of 11 kpc). Indeed the mass of cold protons could be as much again as in table 3 if we use the upper limit on electron density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum energy condition</th>
<th>E$_{\text{min}}$ (erg)</th>
<th>E$_{K,\text{min}}$ (erg)</th>
<th>M$_e$ (rest) (g)</th>
<th>M$_p$ (g)</th>
<th>Power (erg s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Mass outflow rate (g s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 $\times$ 10$^{41}$</td>
<td>2 $\times$ 10$^{44}$</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>3 $\times$ 10$^{19}$</td>
<td>5 $\times$ 10$^{22}$</td>
<td>2 $\times$ 10$^{39}$</td>
<td>10$^{18}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. A summary of the derived properties of the ejecta at minimum energy conditions, calculated for a distance of 11 kpc, and summing both sides of the ejection. We assume that radio emission observed by GBI and RT at the peak of the flare are dominated by the approaching (SE) component, and take 1 and 15 GHz as upper and lower bounds of the observed flaring emission respectively. We assume a generation time for the ejection of 12 hr. Proton mass and mass flow rate are for the case of 1 proton for each electron.
(<2 cm$^{-3}$) inferred from Faraday effects discussed in section 3.3.1.

4.2 Comparison with previous major ejections

While it could already be guessed from the higher observed proper motions, our solutions (Table 2, Fig. 4, under the assumption of intrinsic symmetry) illustrate that we cannot avoid deriving a higher velocity for the ejecta than derived by MR94. Thus the two data sets are not compatible with a simple change of the angle to the line-of-sight of a jet which is intrinsically physically identical. In fact the data are marginally consistent with the same angle to the line of sight for the jet. The increase in intrinsic $\beta$ from our observations compared to MR94 is at least 0.05, and more likely $\sim 0.1$, corresponding to a significantly higher Lorentz factor for bulk motion by a factor of $\geq 1.3$, as tabulated in Table 2.

It is of great importance to the determine whether the different measured velocities are intrinsic to the ejecta or an artefact of the different resolutions of MERLIN and the VLA. In the former case the significantly different measured proper motions could correspond to a difference between the ejection event(s) reported here and the event reported in MR94. The earlier event appears to have been both significantly brighter and to have decayed in flux more slowly. Alternatively, there may be genuine deceleration between the angular scales of up to 300 mas imaged with MERLIN and greater than 400 mas measured with the VLA. This does not seem likely however, given that both instruments recorded essentially ballistic motions (ignoring the slight apparent curvature) within their multiple observations.

It may be that the different measured proper motions arise from an inability of the VLA to resolve individual components, causing them to blend together in maps. In this case, the VLA could measure lower proper motions and/or apparent decelerations if

1. There were multiple components, and
2. The components decreased in flux density more rapidly with distance from the core.

This effect is discussed by Hjellming & Rupen (1995) for GRO J1655–40 where they measure apparent decelerations of $\sim 30\%$ with the VLA in comparison to VLBA (and SHEVE – Tingay et al. 1995) for two of the three major ejections that they image. Did these effects occur during the observations of MR94? Their maps do indeed show that multiple ejections were occurring during this period (MR94; RM99); and furthermore RM99 discuss evidence that the decay rate of the ejecta increase with angular separation from the core (although they discuss a relatively abrupt increase in decay rate at angular separations $\geq 1$ arcsec, which would not have affected the measurements of MR94). So it seems a possibility that the lower measured proper motions arise from blending of multiple components and that the MERLIN measurements more accurately represent the true situation.

In order to test this we have attempted to convolve our MERLIN data with lower-resolution beams comparable to that of the VLA observations of MR94. Note that the comparison is not good because of the lack of short baselines in the MERLIN array compared to the VLA. Nevertheless, it was clear from convolution of our data with a 250 mas beam that it was not possible to clearly resolve any individual components. Even with a 100 mas beam, i.e. twice the resolution of the VLA data of MR94, while the approaching and receding sides can be distinguished, individual ejecta on the approaching side cannot.

However, without simultaneous VLA and MERLIN (and possibly also VLBI) observations of the outburst, it is not possible to test this conclusively. So we cannot confidently discriminate between the two most likely explanations, of either intrinsically different velocities between March/April 1994 and Oct/Nov 1997, or resolution effects between the two arrays. Note that if the latter is the case of the different measured proper motions then it requires the similar proper motions (range 15 – 18 mas d$^{-1}$) measured in four instances in 1994 with the VLA (RM99) all to have an origin in similar unresolved multiple ejections. Detailed inspection of radio light curves around these periods may shed some light on this.

The mean position angle of the jet as observed by MERLIN, 142 degrees, is consistent with the range of 140 – 160 degrees observed with the VLA (RM99).

4.3 X-ray and radio state at jet formation

GRS 1915+105 offers a unique opportunity to study the jet – disc relation, and in this case we can directly relate changes in the accretion disc X-ray emission to the ejection of significant quantities of material from the system.

Fig. 1 shows the evolving sequence of events as observed by radio and X-ray monitoring of the source. The onset of the plateau phase is preceded by a significant radio flare, similar enough to those mapped by us after the plateau state to interpret it as a major disc ejection.

Almost immediately following this ejection the plateau state is established. It was already known from PF97 that this state, with hard, quasi-steady X-ray emission, corresponded to bright and fairly steady radio emission at 15 GHz. Combination of the RT and GBI data now clearly show that this state is indeed radio bright, with a flat or inverted spectral index. This is highly indicative of absorbed emission (although it is conceivable that the electron acceleration mechanism changes to produce a different, optically thin, spectrum which mimics absorption), and may suggest the formation of a large optically thick jet. If so, it seems possible that this may be associated with the infrared jet imaged by Sams, Eckart & Sunyaev (1996). The X-ray emission may also support such a picture, as the soft (disc) component appears to be very weak, if present at all, during this state (Mendez & Belloni, private communication). In addition, no radio oscillations, associated with inner disc instabilities, have been observed during the plateau state.

Fig. 7 shows in more detail the radio and X-ray state of the source at the times of formation of the jets we have imaged with MERLIN. In particular note the four panels on the right hand side of Fig. 7, showing the 15–GHz RT monitoring of GRS 1915+105 between MJD 50750 and 50754, i.e. between the first ejection, corresponding to NW+SE, and the second, corresponding to C1. It appears that for the entire period between these two ejections, the inner ac-
cretion disc is unstable and material is repeatedly advected and ejected on timescales of tens of minutes (see Belloni et al. 1997a,b; Fender et al. 1997; PF97; Eikenberry et al. 1998; Mirabel et al. 1998; Fender & Pooley 1998). No such periods of large amplitude inner disc instabilities are obvious between subsequent ejections, although the ejection of C2 appears to correspond to a minor X-ray flare, and C3 possibly corresponds to a brief X-ray dip.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Our MERLIN observations have revealed four major relativistic ejections from GRS 1915+105 over a period of approximately two weeks. Over ten epochs of observation we have consistently measured proper motions of $23.6 \pm 0.5$ and $10.0 \pm 0.5 \text{ mas d}^{-1}$, for the approaching and receding components respectively. The proper motion of the approaching component is more than 30% higher than that reported from VLA observations of the source (MR94; RM99). Under the assumption of intrinsic symmetry, we have derived an upper limit for the distance to the system of $11.2 \pm 0.8$ kpc. While compatible with the distance of $12.5 \pm 1.5$ kpc quoted by MR94, it seems that the favoured distance to the system should be revised downwards by at least 1 kpc. Solving for angle to the line-of-sight and intrinsic velocity, again under the assumption of an intrinsically symmetric ejection, we cannot avoid deriving a significantly higher velocity than MR94, by around $\Delta \beta = 0.1$. We have investigated whether or not the lower resolution of the VLA could result in lower proper motions being measured, as a result of multiple blended components and an increase in decay rate with distance from the core, and this does seem possible. On the other hand, there is no reason to believe that the jet velocity should be fixed – of all the astrophysical objects with relativistic jets, only SS 433 (jet velocity 0.26c, e.g. Vermeulen et al. 1993) is established to have a constant jet velocity. Further observations at high angular resolutions...
with MERLIN and/or VLBI, preferably simultaneous with lower resolution VLA observations, will be required to investigate whether there is a systematic deceleration of ejecta on angular scales of $\geq 0.3$ arcsec. If MR94 are correct in inferring a large distance for GRS 1915+105 from the column density to the source, then the bulk velocity of the outflow is almost certainly much higher than the currently accepted density to the source, then the bulk velocity of the outflow ring a large distance for GRS 1915+105 from the column angular scales of

tigate whether there is a systematic deceleration of ejecta on lower resolution VLA observations, will be required to inves-

with MERLIN and/or VLBI, preferably simultaneous with lower resolution VLA observations, will be required to inves-

As already noted by MR94 and others, the power re-

formation may well be the dominant power output channel
during such periods, and possibly also during periods of smaller oscillation ejections. In addition, when one proton per electron is added the minimum mass flow rate becomes comparable to the mass accretion rates derived from X-ray spectral fits. So, it is possible that during jet formation peri-
sods a significant fraction of the inflowing mass is expelled and does not fall into the black hole. A similar possibility exists for the minor oscillation ejections (Fender & Pooley 1998). Good wavelength coverage of flares to both higher and lower frequencies is required to better determine the lumino-

As already noted by MR94 and others, the power re-

Radio and X-ray monitoring of GRS 1915+105 (e.g. Harmon et al. 1997; PP97) had already hinted at a delayed relation between hard X-ray states and radio outbursts. These MERLIN observations have established that these radio outbursts do indeed correspond to relativistic ejections following plateau states. The nature of these states, and the associated inverted spectrum radio emission is still unclear, and warrants further study. It is also of interest to clarify whether or not the radio flare which precedes the plateau state (Fig. 1) also, as expected, corresponds to a major ejection. Why the accretion disc – jet system in GRS 1915+105 appears to switch so rapidly between major mass ejections, short period (oscillation) instabilities and back again (Fig. 7) is still very uncertain. Atoyan & Aharonian (1997) discuss the disruption of the accretion disc due to recoil momentum from an asymmetric ejection. However, it is difficult to reconcile their model with the apparent very rapid reforma-

tion of the (unstable) inner accretion disc after the major (NE+SW) ejection. Finally, it is tempting to ascribe the ap-

These MERLIN observations are further evidence that GRS 1915+105 repeatedly produces relativistic ejections of massive clouds of synchrotron–emitting electrons. Our observations of very high proper motions in the inner 0.3 arcsec of the jet show that galactic stellar–mass black holes are ca-
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